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* FBI f Ne: \ 
. . of a 

Do 3/17/64 ft. 5-4. 
4 

Transmit the PLAIN - ! a 
(Type in plain text or code) 4 3 : 

Via AIR MAIL - REGISTERED |, 3 
(Priority or Method of Mailing) | 7 4 , ae 

a --- 2-77-2222 225-25 +- 5 = === ---------------- 5 Lf : DIRECTOR, FBI (62-109060) eg tle® _ 
7 Gppbraon: SAC, DETROIT (62-3550) ht I oe ef 

SUBJECT: ASSASSINATION OF PRESIDENT _ ae 
MN . JOHN F.. KENNEDY, (11/22/63, yf we? 
SF DALLAS, TEXAS bye 
‘~ rs ~ sO ~~ 

/ aS Enclosed herewith for the Bureau are eight copies and for 
“ Dallas, two copies of an LHM concerning captioned matter. 

a Investigation at Monroe, Mich., waS conducted by SA J. 
PAUL DAVID COSTELLO. “Investigation at Detroit, Mich., 

y was conducted by SA LAWRENCE M. COOPER, JR. 

: The photographs mentioned in the LHM were obtained from 
XV Mr. SCHNEIDER and are being forwarded to Dallas. In . 
\ the event these photographs are deemed pertinent to this + 
X investigation, Dallas is requested to have appropriate 
‘ copies of the photographs produced. 

ay 
It is requested that the photographs be returned to 

\ Detroit so they may be returned to mr. SCHNEIDER, who | 
4 requested that they be returned to him as soon as posstiedd : 

{i n Mr, SCHNEIDER further advised that(CoRT FOLEYJdid not — [e 
Ns ndicate where the photographs were obtained. He said ~*~ 4 Tot 
NO FOLEY/is employed with a film processing company, name ‘sj ak fit. - 

Oy eobaa in Dallas, and it is his opinion that OLEY ) h ep ad 
X may have developed the film during the course of his '‘\,.°. at 

L , employment and may have made additional copies for his -¥. y° Y',.: 
‘fe ,_:/ personal use. He said he did not know if the procedure , {1 s? { 

. ge would be contrary to the rules at(FOLEY's place of ep eh ed: 
‘ fe, employment but that if it is, he requested that no ay tk 

iG tL -Y in quiry be made Sais could cause| FOLEY embarrassment ye 2 il 
: aif £ . a ws or, difficulty is Pine ° eh lee tact alfa oe Me: 

Bureau ae 3) OOS nl ~ 
- Dallas 10) (RINS* . 

‘ee Detroit . aS) 41 MAR 1S 1964 , bh det de vel fA 
—— EMC / Fir —s 

>: (6) él cmc we | lees er 0-7 

   



    

DE 62-3550 \ 

ake ager, sais : 
oa troit does ‘not be Lieve . ‘there is. any significance t to ‘the: w 
- > .-" @ssumption of SAM KRONE that the open window in the pict 
‘at. | @£ the Book Depository Building may indicate the possibility 
cele f someone other than OSWALD involved in the assassination. ©, 
~ , + Close Scrutiny of the picture indicates the window on the 

- _ second floor is possibly closed and even if open, this 
_ fact would have no significance until it can be determined ... - 
_at ‘what. time, ‘the } Photograph | was taken.’ lenot. So Sap aS oe 

“wpa ee Be 
F DALLAS . 

no AT DALLAS, TEXAS 

ROO. 1..." Interview [CORT FOLEY, 9755 Ash Creek Dallas, 
Dem, and determine if he took the photographs himself or obtained — 
OT. ' them by making extra copies from film sent to his place of. 
ie “employment, If possible determine who actually took the | : 
wo photographs. . 

> 2, Determine the time the photographs were 
taken and in light of this information, determine if 

.. any of the photographs have any significance’ to this "}. 
Pes investigation. _ ; - 

ro . wad “after the photographs have served their purpose, - “ “7 
~, return to Detroit s0 they may be returned to Mr. SCHNEIDER. —. : 
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